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Max–Planck–Institut fu¨r Kernphysik
P.O.Box 10 39 80, D–69029 Heidelberg, Germany
Abstract. Nuclear double beta decay provides an extraordinar-
ily broad potential to search for beyond Standard Model physics,
probing already now the TeV scale, on which new physics should
manifest itself. These possibilities are reviewed here.
First, the results of present generation experiments are pre-
sented. The most sensitive one of them – the Heidelberg–
Moscow experiment in the Gran Sasso – probes the electron
mass now in the sub eV region and will reach a limit of ∼ 0.1
eV in a few years. Basing to a large extent on the theoretical
work of the Heidelberg Double Beta Group in the last two years,
results are obtained also for SUSY models (R–parity breaking,
sneutrino mass), leptoquarks (leptoquark-Higgs coupling), com-
positeness, right–handed W boson mass and others. These re-
sults are comfortably competitive to corresponding results from
high–energy accelerators like TEVATRON, HERA, etc.
Second, future perspectives of ββ research are discussed. A new
Heidelberg experimental proposal (GENIUS) is presented which
would allow to increase the sensitivity for Majorana neutrino
masses from the present level of at best 0.1 eV down to 0.01 or
even 0.001 eV. Its physical potential would be a breakthrough
into the multi-TeV range for many beyond standard models. Its
sensitivity for neutrino oscillation parameters would be larger
than of all present terrestrial neutrino oscillation experiments
and of those planned for the future. It could probe directly the
atmospheric neutrino problem and even the large angle solution
of the solar neutrino problem. It would further, already in a first
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step, cover almost the full MSSM parameter space for predic-
tion of neutralinos as cold dark matter, making the experiment
competitive to LHC in the search for supersymmetry.
1. Introduction – Motivation for the search for double beta decay
– and a future perspective: GENIUS
Double beta decay yields – besides proton decay – the most promising
possibilities to probe beyond standard model physics beyond accelerator
energy scales. Propagator physics has to replace direct observations. That
this method is very effective, is obvious from important earlier research
work and has been stressed, e.g. by [Rub96], etc.. Examples are the prop-
erties of W and Z bosons derived from neutral weak currents and β–decay,
and the top mass deduced from LEP electroweak radiative corrections.
The potential of double beta decay includes information on the neu-
trino and sneutrino mass, SUSY models, compositeness, leptoquarks, right–
handed W bosons and others (see Table 1). The recent results of the
Heidelberg–Moscow experiment, which will be reported here, have demon-
strated that 0νββ decay probes already now the TeV scale on which new
physics should manifest itself according to present theoretical expectations.
To give just one example, inverse double beta decay e−e− → W−W− re-
quires an energy of at least 4 TeV for observability, according to present
constraints from double beta decay [Bel95]. Similar energies are required
to study, e.g. leptoquarks [Buc91, H195, Hir96a, Bav95, Leu94, Cho94,
Blu¨94].
To increase by a major step the present sensitivity for double beta decay
and dark matter search, we present here for the first time a new project
which would operate one ton of ‘naked’ enriched GErmanium detectors
in liquid NItrogen as shielding in an Underground Setup (GENIUS). It
would improve the sensitivity from the present potential of at best ∼ 0.1
eV to neutrino masses down to 0.01 eV, a ten ton version even to 0.001
eV. The first version would allow to test a νe → νµ explanation of the at-
mospheric neutrino problem, the second directly the large angle solution of
the solar neutrino problem. The sensitivity for neutrino oscillation param-
eters would be larger than for all present accelerator neutrino oscillation
experiments, or those planned for the future. GENIUS would further al-
low to test the recent hypothesis of a sterile neutrino and the underlying
idea of a shadow world (see section 2). Both versions of GENIUS would
definitely be a breakthrough into the multi-TeV range for many beyond
standard models currently discussed in the literature, and the sensitivity
would be comparable or even superior to LHC for various quantities such as
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of 2ν and 0ν double beta decay.
right–handed W–bosons, R–parity violation, leptoquark or compositeness
searches.
Another issue of GENIUS is the search for Dark Matter in the universe.
The full MSSM parameter space for predictions of neutralinos as cold dark
matter could be covered already in a first step of the full experiment using
only 100 kg of 76Ge or even natural Ge, making the experiment competitive
to LHC in the search for supersymmetry.
2. Double beta decay and particle physics
We present a brief introductory outline of the potential of ββ decay for
some representative examples, including some comments on the status of
the required nuclear matrix elements. The potential of double beta decay
for probing neutrino oscillation parameters will be addressed in section 4.2.
Double beta decay can occur in several decay modes (Figs. 1–3)
A
ZX →AZ+2 X + 2e− + 2νe (1)
A
ZX →AZ+2 X + 2e− (2)
A
ZX →AZ+2 X + 2e− + φ (3)
A
ZX →AZ+2 X + 2e− + 2φ (4)
the last three of them violating lepton number conservation by ∆L = 2.
Fig. 3 shows the corresponding spectra, for the neutrinoless mode (2)
a sharp line at E = Qββ, for the two–neutrino mode and the various
Majoron–accompanied modes classified by their spectral index, continuous
spectra. Important for particle physics are the decay modes (2)–(4).
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Fig. 2 Feynman graph for neutrinoless double beta decay triggered by
exchange of a left–handed light or heavy neutrino
Observable Restrictions Topics investigated
0ν: via ν exchange: Beyond the standard model and SU(5) model;
Neutrino mass early universe, matter–antimatter asymmetry
Light Neutrino Dark matter
Heavy Neutrino L–R –symmetric models (e.g. SO(10)),
compositeness
Right handed weak currents V + A interaction, W±
R
masses
via photino, gluino, zino SUSY models: Bounds for parameter space
(gaugino) or sneutrino beyond the range of accelerators
exchange:
R-parity breaking,
sneutrino mass
via leptoquark exchange leptoquark masses and models
leptoquark-Higgs interaction
0νχ: existence of the Majoron Mechanism of (B-L) breaking
-explicit
-spontaneous breaking of the local/global
B-L symmetry
new Majoron models
Table 1 ββ decay and particle physics
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Fig. 3 Spectral shapes of the different modes of double beta decay, n denotes
the spectral index , n=5 for 2νββ decay (see text)
The neutrinoless mode (2) needs not be necessarily connected with the
exchange of a virtual neutrino or sneutrino. Any process violating lep-
ton number can in principle lead to a process with the same signature as
usual 0νββ decay. It may be triggered by exchange of neutralinos, gluinos,
squarks, sleptons, leptoquarks,... (see below and [Pa¨s97]). This gives rise
to the broad potential of double beta decay for testing or yielding restric-
tions on quantities of beyond standard model physics (see Table 1), realized
and investigated to a large extent by the Heidelberg Double Beta Group
in the last two years. There is, however, a generic relation between the
amplitude of 0νββ decay and the (B − L) violating Majorana mass of
the neutrino. It has been recognized about 15 years ago [Sch81] that if
any of these two quantities vanishes, the other one vanishes, too, and vice
versa, if one of them is non–zero, the other one also differs from zero. This
Schechter-Valle-theorem is valid for any gauge model with spontaneously
broken symmetry at the weak scale, independent of the mechanism of 0νββ
decay. A generalisation of this theorem to supersymmetry has been given
recently [Hir97, Hir97a]. This Hirsch–Klapdor-Kleingrothaus–Kovalenko–
theorem claims for the neutrino Majorana mass, the B−L violating mass of
the sneutrino and neutrinoless double beta decay amplitude: If one of them
is non–zero, also the others are non–zero and vice versa, independent of the
mechanisms of 0νββ decay and (s-)neutrino mass generation. This theorem
connects double beta research with new processes potentially observable at
future colliders like NLC (next linear collider) [Hir97, Hir97a, Kol97].
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2.1. Mass of the (electron) neutrino
The neutrino is one of the best examples for the merging of the dif-
ferent disciplines of micro– and macrophysics. The neutrino plays, by
its nature (Majorana or Dirac particle), and its mass, a key role for
the structure of modern particle physics theories (GUTs, SUSYs, SUG-
RAs,...) [Kla95, Kla97, Lan88, Gro90, Moh91, Kla97a, Kla97c]. At the
same time it is candidate for non–baryonic hot dark matter in the uni-
verse, and the neutrino mass is connected – by the sphaleron effect – to
the matter–antimatter asymmetry of the early universe [Kuz90]. Neutrino
physics has entered an era of new actuality in connection with several
possible indications of physics beyond the standard model (SM) of par-
ticle physics: A lack of solar (7Be) neutrinos, an atmospheric νµ deficit
and mixed dark matter models could all be explained simulaneously by
non–vanishing neutrino masses. Recent GUT models, for example an ex-
tended SO(10) scenario with S4 horizontal symmetry could explain these
observations by requiring degenerate neutrino masses of the order of 1 eV
[Lee94, Moh94, Pet94, Ioa94, Fri95, Moh95, Pet96, Val96]. For an overview
see [Smi96a]. Such degenerate scenarios are the more general solution of
the well-known see-saw mechanism, of which the often discussed strongly
hierarchical neutrino mass pattern is just a special solution (see [Moh97]).
If the atmospheric neutrino data are excluded but LSND [Ath95, Ath96],
HDM and solar neutrino constraints are kept, they could be explained by an
inverted mass texture [Raf96, Cal95], where mνe ≃ mντ ≃ 2.4eV >> mνµ .
This brings double beta decay experiments into some key position, since
with some second generation ββ experiments like the HEIDELBERG–
MOSCOW experiment using large amounts of enriched ββ–emitter mate-
rial the predictions of or assumptions in such scenarios can now be tested.
If the first of the above scenarios of neutrino mass textures is ruled out by
tightening the double beta limit onmνe , then the only way to understand all
neutrino results may require an additional sterile neutrino [Cal93, Pel93],
coupling only extremely weakly to the Z–boson. Then the solar neutrino
puzzle would be explained by the νe − −νS oscillation, and atmospheric
neutrino data by νµ − ντ oscillations, and the νµ,τ would constitute the
hot dark matter (HDM) of the universe. The request for a light sterile
neutrino would naturally lead to the concept of a shadow world [Ber95].
This assumes exact duplication of the Standard Model in both the gauge
and the fermion content (the shadow sector), yielding three extra sterile
neutrinos ν
′
, the only interaction connecting known and shadow sector be-
ing gravitation. Mixing of the ν and ν
′
will occur by Planck scale effects.
Such a scenario could explain all four present indications for non-vanishing
neutrino mass [Moh97]. The expectation for the effective neutrino mass
(see below) to be seen in double beta decay would be 〈mνe〉 ≃ 0.02eV
[Moh97a]. Thus it could be checked by the new Genius project (see section
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4.2.2). Interestingly in such a scenario the ν
′
µ, ν
′
τ having masses of ∼ 2 keV
could act as warm or cold dark matter in the universe [Moh97].
At present neutrinoless double decay is the most sensitive of the various
existing methods to determine the mass of the electron neutrino. It further
provides a unique possibility of deciding between a Dirac and a Majorana
nature of the neutrino. Neutrinoless double beta decay can be triggered by
exchange of a light or heavy left-handed Majorana neutrino (Figs. 1,2). For
exchange of a heavy right–handed neutrino see section 2.3. The propagators
in the first and second case show a different mν dependence: Fermion
propagator ∼ mq2−m2 ⇒
a) m≪ q →∼ m ′light′ neutrino (5)
b) m≫ q →∼ 1
m
′heavy′ neutrino (6)
The half–life for 0νββ decay induced by exchange of a light neutrino is
given by [Mut88]
[T 0ν1/2(0
+
i → 0+f )]−1 = Cmm
〈mν〉2
m2e
+ Cηη〈η〉2 + Cλλ〈λ〉2 + Cmηmν
me
+ Cmλ〈λ〉 〈mν〉
me
+ Cηλ〈η〉〈λ〉 (7)
or, when neglecting the effect of right–handed weak currents, by
[T 0ν1/2(0
+
i → 0+f )]−1 = Cmm
〈mν〉2
m2e
= (M0νGT −M0νF )2G1
〈mν〉2
m2e
(8)
where G1 denotes the phase space integral, 〈mν〉 denotes an effective neu-
trino mass
〈mν〉 =
∑
i
miU
2
ei, (9)
respecting the possibility of the electron neutrino to be a mixed state (mass
matrix not diagonal in the flavor space)
|νe〉 =
∑
i
Uei|νi〉 (10)
The effective mass 〈mν〉 could be smaller than mi for all i for appro-
priate CP phases of the mixing coefficiants Uei [Wol81]. In general not too
pathological GUT models yield mνe = 〈mνe〉 (see [Lan88]).
η,λ describe an admixture of right–handed weak currents, and M0ν ≡
M0νGT −M0νF denote nuclear matrix elements.
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Nuclear matrix elements:
A detailed discussion of ββ matrix elements for neutrino induced transi-
tions including the substantial (well–understood) differences in the pre-
cision with which 2ν and 0νββ rates can be calculated, can be found
in [Gro90, Mut88, Mut89, Sta90]. After the major step of recognizing
the importance of ground state correlations for the calculation of ββ
matrix elements [Kla84, Gro86], in recent years the main groups used
the QRPA model for calculation of M0ν . The different groups obtained
very similar results for M0ν when using a realistic nucleon–nucleon in-
teraction [Mut89, Sta90, Tom87], consistent with shell model approaches
[Mut91, Hax84], where the latter are possible. Some deviation is found
only when a non–realistic nucleon–nucleon interaction is used (e.g. δ force,
see [Vog86] and also [Vog96]). Also use of a by far too small configuration
space like in recent shell model Monte Carlo (SMMC) calculations [Rad95]
can hardly lead to reliable results. On the other hand refinements of the
QRPA approach by going to higher order QRPA (see [Sto96, Suh96])lead
only to minor changes for the 0νββ ground state transitions. The most re-
cent QRPA calculations including proton–neutron pairing [Sim97] do not
fulfill the Ikeda sum rule by 30 %. The calculated matrix elements are
(correspondingly ?) about 40 % smaller than earlier calculations fulfilling
the sum rule properly [Mut89, Sta90]. The consequences of high-lying GT
strength (in the GTGR and in the ∆ resonance) have been studied early
already [Gro86].
Since the usual QRPA approach does ignore deformation, some larger
uncertainty in these approaches may occur in deformed nuclei. This shows
up for example in different results obtained for 150Nd by QRPA and by a
pseudo SU(3) model as used by [Hir95d]. Calculation of matrix elements of
all double beta emitters have been published by [Gro85, Sta90]. Typical un-
certainties of calculated 0νββ rates originating from the limited knowledge
of the particle–particle force, which is the main source of the uncertainty in
those nuclei where this QRPA approach is applicable, are shown in [Sta90].
They are of the order of a factor of 2.
2.2. Supersymmetry
Supersymmetry (SUSY) is considered as prime candidate for a theory be-
yond the standard model, which could overcome some of the most puzzling
questions of today’s particle physics (see, e.g. [Hab93, Moh92, Kan97]).
Accelerator experiments have hunted for signs of supersymmetric particles
so far without success. Lower limits on masses of SUSY particles are at
present in the range of 20–100 GeV [PDG96], mainly from experiments at
LEP and TEVATRON.
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Conservation of R–parity has been imposed ad hoc to the minimal su-
persymmetric extension of the standard model (MSSM) to ensure baryon
number and lepton number conservation. SUSY particles differ then from
usual particles not only in their masses but also in R–parity, assigned to be
RP = 1 for usual particles and RP = −1 for SUSY particles. This assump-
tion, however, is not guaranteed by supersymmetry or gauge invariance.
Generally one can add the following R–parity violating terms to the usual
superpotential [Hal84].
WRP/ = λijkLiLjEk + λ
′
ijkLiQjDk + λ
′′
U iDjDk, (11)
where indices i, j, k denote generations. L,Q denote lepton and quark dou-
blet superfields and E,U,D lepton and up, down quark singlet superfields.
Terms proportional to λ, λ
′
violate lepton number, those proportional to
λ
′′
violate baryon number. From proton decay limits it is clear that both
types of terms cannot be present at the same time in the superpotential.
On the other hand, once the λ
′′
terms being assumed to be zero, λ and
λ
′
terms are not limited. 0νββ decay can occur within the Rp/ -MSSM
through Feynman graphs such as those of Fig. 4. In lowest order there are
alltogether six different graphs of this kind. [Hir95, Hir95c, Hir96c]. At-
tention has, therefore , been focused also on SUSY theories with R–parity
violation, in which 0νββ decay can proceed by exchange of supersymmetric
particles like gluinos, photinos,... Thus 0νββ decay can be used to restrict
R–parity violating SUSY models [Hir95, Hir96c, Moh91, Hir95c, Moh86].
From these graphs one derives [Hir95] under some assumptions
[T 0ν1/2(0
+ → 0+)]−1 ∼ G01( λ
′2
111
m4q˜,e˜mg˜χ
M)2 (12)
where G01 is a phase space factor, mq˜e˜g˜χ are the masses of supersymmetric
particles involved: squarks, selectrons, gluinos, or neutralinos. λ′111 is the
strength of an R–parity breaking interaction (eq. 11), and M is a nuclear
matrix element. For the matrix elements and their calculation see [Hir96c].
It is also worthwile to notice that 0νββ decay is not only sensitive to
λ
′
111. Taking into account the fact that the SUSY partners of the left and
right–handed quark states can mix with each other, one can derive limits
on different combinations of λ
′
[Hir96, Moh96a, Bab95]. Graphs allowing
such information are as those shown in Fig. 5. The dominant diagram of
this type is the one where the exchanged scalar particles are the b˜ − b˜C
pair. Under some assumptions (e.g. the MSSM mass parameters to be
approximately equal to the “effective” SUSY breaking scale ΛSUSY ), one
obtains [Hir96]
λ
′
11i · λ
′
1i1 ≤ ǫ
′
i
( ΛSUSY
100GeV
)3
(13)
and
∆nλ
′
311λn13 ≤ ǫ
( ΛSUSY
100GeV
)3
(14)
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Fig. 4 Examples of Feynman graphs for 0νββ decay within R–parity
violating supersymmetric models (from [Hir95]).
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Fig. 5 a) Feynman graph for the mixed SUSY–neutrino exchange
mechanism of 0νββ decay. R–parity violation occurs through scalar quark
exchange. b) As figure 1, but for scalar lepton exchange (from [Hir96]).
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Fig. 6 Examples of RP conserving SUSY contributions to 0νββ decay
(from [Hir97a]).
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Fig. 7 a) Heavy neutrino exchange contribution to neutrinoless double
beta decay in left right symmetric models, and b) Feynman graph for the
virtual exchange of a doubly–charged Higgs boson, see text (from [Hir96d]).
With the known values of the SM quark and lepton masses follows ǫ
′
1,2,3 =
6.4 · 10−5, 3.2 · 10−6 and 1.1 · 10−7, and ǫ = 6.5 · 10−8. For an overview on
our knowledge on λ
′
ijk from other sources we refer to [Kol97a] and [Bha97].
Also R–parity conserving softly broken supersymmetry can give con-
tributions to 0νββ decay, via the B − L–violating sneutrino mass term,
the latter being a generic ingredient of any weak–scale SUSY model with
a Majorana neutrino mass [Hir97, Hir97a]. These contributions are real-
ized at the level of box diagrams [Hir97a] (fig. 6). The 0νββ half-life for
contributions from sneutrino exchange is found to be [Hir97a]
[T 0νββ1/2 ]
−1 = G01
4m2p
G4F
∣∣∣ ηSUSY
m5SUSY
MSUSY
∣∣∣, (15)
where the phase factor G01 is tabulated in [Doi85], η
SUSY is the effective
lepton number violating parameter, which contains the (B − L) violating
sneutrino mass m˜M and M
SUSY is the nuclear matrix element [Hir96d].
2.3. Left–Right symmetric theories – Heavy neutrinos and right–handed W
Boson
Heavy right–handed neutrinos appear quite naturally in left–right symmet-
ric GUT models. They offer in some natural way via the see–saw mecha-
nism explanation for the small neutrino masses compared to other fermions
and can explain also naturally parity violation. However the symmetry
breaking scale for the right–handed sector is not fixed by the theory and
thus the mass of the right–handedWR boson and the mixing angle between
the mass eigenstates W1, W2 are free parameters. 0νββ decay taking into
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account contributions from both, left– and right–handed neutrinos have
been studied theoretically by [Hir96d, Doi93]. The former gives a more
general expression for the decay rate than introduced earlier by [Moh86b].
0νββ decay proceeds through the diagram shown in Fig. 7a, where N
denotes the heavy right–handed partner of the ordinary neutrino. In order
to preserve the unitarity of the cross section in inverse 0νββ decay, LR
models must according to [Riz82] include an additional Higgs triplet. This
then gives rise to a second contribution to 0νββ decay, shown in Fig. 7b.
From the Feynman graphs of Fig. 7 it is obvious that the amplitude will
be proportional to [Hir96d]
(mWL
mWR
4)( 1
mN
+
mN
m2
∆−−
R
)
(16)
Eq. (16) and the experimental lower limit of 0νββ decay leads to a
constraint limit within the 3–dimensional parameter space (mWR −mN −
m∆−−
R
). The most conservative (weakest) limit on mWR is obtained in the
limit, where the mass of the ∆−− goes to infinity (see section 3 below). If
adding information on the vacuum stability, an absolute lower limit on the
mass of the right–handed W–boson can be obtained.
Λ
Electroweak Scale 
ΛC
Compositeness Scale
u, d ...
e, 
EW
ν ...
Energy
}
Fig. 8 The idea of compositeness. At a (still unknown) energy scale ΛC
quarks and lepton might show an internal structure
2.4. Compositeness
Although so far there are no experimental signals of a substructure of
quarks and leptons, there are speculations that at some higher energy
ranges beyond 1 TeV or so there might exist an energy scale ΛC at
which a substructure of quarks and leptons (preons) might become visi-
ble [Pan96, Moh92, Sou92](Fig. 8).
The main consequences of compositeness of quarks and leptons are (1)
modifications to the gauge boson propagators and the interaction vertices
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Fig. 9 Neutrinoless double beta decay (∆L = +2 process) mediated by a
composite heavy Majorana neutrino.
with fermions, and additional effective four–fermion interactions through
constituent exchange (2) highly massive excited states which couple to the
ordinary fermions through gauge interactions. This is discussed in detail
in [Pan96]. Lower bounds on the compositeness scale have been deduced
from accelerator experiments at LEP [ALE93], Fermilab [CDF91], HERA
[H195] and from a theoretical analysis of the effect of contact interactions
in the leptonic τ decay [Dia93]. They are all in the range of ΛC ≥ 1.6 TeV.
The masses of the excited leptons (l∗) and quarks (q∗) should not be
lower than the compositeness scale ΛC . Already in 1982 it was shown
[Ren82] that precise measurements of the anomalous magnetic moment of
the electron give bounds on the masses of the excited states and thus the
compositeness scale.
Limits on the masses of excited leptons from accelerators areme∗ > 127
GeV [Adr92], me∗,ν∗ > 91 GeV [ALE92], mν∗ > 180 GeV [Der95, Rau94]
mq∗ > 540 GeV [Abe94].
A possible low energy manifestation of compositeness could be neutrino-
less double beta decay, mediated by a composite heavy Majorana neutrino
(Fig. 9), which then should be a Majorana particle.
Recent theoretical work shows (see [Pan96, Tak96, Pan97, Tak97]) that
the mass bounds for such an excited neutrino which can be derived from
double beta decay are at least of the same order of magnitude as those
coming from the direct search of excited states in high energy accelerators
(see also section 3).
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2.5. Majorons
The existence of new bosons, so–called Majorons, can play a significant
role in new physics beyond the standard model, in the history of the early
universe, in the evolution of stellar objects, in supernovae astrophysics
and the solar neutrino problem [Geo81, Fri88, Kla92]. In many theories
of physics beyond the standard model neutrinoless double beta decay can
occur with the emission of Majorons
2n→ 2p+ 2e− + φ (17)
2n→ 2p+ 2e− + 2φ. (18)
In the classical Majoron model invented by Gelmini and Roncadelli in ’81
[Gel81], the Majoron is the Nambu–Goldstone boson associated with the
spontaneous breaking of the B − L–symmetry and so generates Majorana
masses of neutrinos. This was expected [Geo81] to give a sizeable con-
tribution to double beta decay. It was, however, ruled out, as also the
doublet Majoron [Aul82] by LEP [Ste91] since it should contribute the
equivalent of two neutrino species to the width of the Z0. On the other
hand, Majoron models in which the Majoron is an electroweak isospin sin-
glet [Chi81, Ber92] are still viable. The drawback of the singlet Majoron is
that it requires a severe finetuning in order to preserve existing bounds on
neutrino masses and at the same time get an observable rate for Majoron
accompanied 0νββ decay.
To avoid such an unnatural fine–tuning in recent years several new
Majoron models were proposed [Bur93, Bam95, Car93], where the term
Majoron denotes in a more general sense light or massless bosons with
couplings to neutrinos.
The main novel features of these “New Majorons” are that they can
carry leptonic charge, that they need not be Goldstone bosons and that
emission of two Majorons can occur. The latter can be scalar–mediated or
fermion–mediated. Table 2 shows some features of the different Majoron
models according to [Bam95, Car93]. L denotes the leptonic charge, n the
spectral index defining the phase space of the emitting particles, M the
nuclear matrix elements. For details we refer to [Pa¨s96, Bur96].
The half–lifes are according to [Moh88, Doi85] in some approximation
given by
[T1/2]
−1 = | < gα > |2 · |Mα|2 ·GBBα (19)
for ββφ-decays, or
[T1/2]
−1 = | < gα > |4 · |Mα|2 ·GBBα (20)
for ββφφ–decays. The index α indicates that effective neutrino–Majoron
coupling constants g, matrix elements M and phase spaces G differ for
different models.
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case modus Goldstone boson L n Matrix element
IB ββφ no 0 1 MF −MGT
IC ββφ yes 0 1 MF −MGT
ID ββφφ no 0 3 MFω2 −MGTω2
IE ββφφ yes 0 3 MFω2 −MGTω2
IIB ββφ no -2 1 MF −MGT
IIC ββφ yes -2 3 MCR
IID ββφφ no -1 3 MFω2 −MGTω2
IIE ββφφ yes -1 7 MFω2 −MGTω2
IIF ββφ Gauge boson -2 3 MCR
Table 2 Different Majoron models according to [Bam95]. The case IIF
corresponds to the model of [Car93].
model T1/2(< g >= 10
−4) T1/2(< g >= 1) T1/2exp
IB,IC,IIB 4 · 1022 4 · 1014 1.67 · 1022
ID,IE,IID 1038−42 1022−26 1.67 · 1022
IIC,IIF 2 · 1028 2 · 1020 1.67 · 1022
IIE 1038−42 1022−26 3.37 · 1022
Table 3 Comparison of half–lives calculated for different < g >–values for
the new Majoron models with experimental best fit values, see section 3.1
(from [Hir96b])
Nuclear matrix elements:
According to Table 2 there are five different nuclear matrix elements. Of
these MF and MGT are the same which occur in 0νββ decay. The other
ones and the corresponding phase spaces have been calculated for the first
time by [Pa¨s96, Hir96b]. The calculation of the matrix elements show that
the new models predict, as consequence of the small matrix elements very
large half–lives and that unlikely large coupling constants would be needed
to produce observable decay rates (see Table 3).
2.6. Sterile neutrinos
Introduction of sterile neutrinos has been claimed to solve simultaneously
the conflict between dark matter neutrinos, LSND and supernova nucle-
osynthesis [Pel95] and light sterile neutrinos are part of popular neutrino
mass textures for understanding the various hints for neutrino oscillations
(see section 2.1) and [Moh96, Moh97, Moh97a]. Neutrinoless double beta
decay can also investigate several effects of heavy sterile neutrinos [Bam95a].
If we assume having a light neutrino with a mass ≪ 1 eV, mixing
with a much heavier (m ≥ 1 GeV) sterile neutrino can yield under certain
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lighter shaded: Finetuning needed, to keep mνe below 1 eV. MN ′+: mass
eigenstate, ǫ: strength of lepton number violation in mass matrix
conditions a detectable signal in current ββ experiments.
In models with two (or more) sterile neutrinos, the sterile neutrinos
can mix appreciably even in the limit mνe → 0 and so can be potentially
visible in many processes [Pil93]. Neutrinoless double beta decay proceeds
in these models through the virtual exchange of the heavier (i.e. GeV scale
or higher) neutrinos. Fig. 10 shows the mass ranges leading to a 0νββ
signal close to observability (shaded areas).
2.7. Leptoquarks
Interest on leptoquarks (LQ) has been renewed during the last few years
since ongoing collider experiments have good prospects for searching these
particles [Buc87]. LQs are vector or scalar particles carrying both lepton
and baryon numbers and, therefore, have a well distinguished experimental
signature. Direct searches of LQs in deep inelastic ep-scattering at HERA
[H196] placed lower limits on their massMLQ ≥ 225−275 GeV, depending
on the LQ type and couplings.
In addition to the direct searches on LQs, there are many constraints
which can be derived from the study of low-energy processes [Dav94]. Ef-
fective 4-fermion interactions, induced by virtual LQ exchange at ener-
gies much smaller than their masses, can contribute to atomic parity vi-
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Fig. 11 Examples of Feynman graphs for 0νββ decay within LQ models.
S and V µ stand symbolically for scalar and vector LQs, respectively (from
[Hir96a]).
olation, flavour-changing neutral current processes, meson decays, meson-
antimeson mixing and some rare processes.
To consider LQ phenomenology in a model-independent fashion one
usually follows some general principles in constructing the Lagrangian of
the LQ interactions with the standard model fields. In order to obey the
stringent constraints from (c1) helicity-suppressed π → eν decay, from (c2)
FCNC processes and from (c3) proton stability, the following assumptions
are commonly adopted: (a1) LQ couplings are chiral, (a2) LQ couplings
are generation diagonal, and (a3) there are no diquark couplings.
Recently, however, it has been pointed out [Hir96a] that possible LQ-
Higgs interactions spoil assumption (a1): Even if one assumes LQs to be
chiral at some high energy scale, LQ-Higgs interactions introduce after
electro-weak symmetry breaking mixing between LQ states with different
chirality. Since there is no fundamental reason to forbid such LQ-Higgs
interactions, it seems difficult to get rid of the unwanted non-chiral inter-
actions in LQ models.
In such LQ models there appear contributions to 0νββ decay via the
Feynman graphs of Fig. 11. Here, S and V µ stand symbolically for scalar
and vector LQs, respectively. The half–life for 0νββ decay arising from
leptoquark exchange is given by [Hir96a]
T 0ν1/2 = |MGT |2
2
G2F
[C˜1a
2 + C4b
2
R + 2C5b
2
L]. (21)
with a = ǫS
M2
S
+ ǫV
M2
V
, bL,R =
α
(L,R)
S
M2
S
+
α
(L,R)
V
M2
V
, C˜1 = C1
(
M
(ν)
1 /(meR)
MGT−α2MF
)2
.
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For the definition of the Cn see [Doi85] and for the calculation of the
matrix element M(ν)1 see [Hir96a]. This allows to deduce information on
leptoquark masses and leptoquark–Higgs couplings (see section 3.2).
3. Double Beta Decay Experiments: Present Status and Results
3.1. Present Experimental Status
Fig. 12 shows an overview over measured 0νββ half–life limits and deduced
mass limits. The largest sensitivity for 0νββ decay is obtained at present
by active source experiments (source=detector), in particular 76Ge [HM95,
HM97, Kla94, Kla97] and 136Xe [Ger96]. The main reason is that large
source strengths can be used (simultaneously with high energy resolution),
in particular when enriched ββ emitter materials are used. Geochemical
experiments, though having contributed important information to double
beta decay, have no more future in the sense that their inherent background
from 2νββ decay cannot be eliminated.
Only a few of the present most sensitive experiments may probe the
neutrino mass in the next years into the sub–eV region, the Heidelberg–
Moscow experiment being the by far most advanced and most sensitive one,
see Fig. 12b. No one of them will pass below ∼ 0.1 − 0.2 eV (see section
4.1) A detailed discussion of the various experimental possibilities can be
found in [Kla95, Kla96, Kla96a]. A useful listing of existing data from the
various ββ emitters is given in [Tre95].
3.2. Present limits on beyond standard model parameters
The sharpest limits from 0νββ decay are presently coming from the
Heidelberg–Moscow experiment [Kla87, HM95, Kla94, HM97, Kla97].
They will be given in the following. With five enriched (86% of 76Ge)
detectors of a total mass of 11.5 kg taking data in the Gran Sasso under-
ground laboratory, and with a background of at present 0.07 counts/kg
year keV, the experiment has reached its final setup and is now exploring
the sub–eV range for the mass of the electron neutrino. Fig. 13 shows the
spectrum taken in a measuring time of 31.8 kg y.
Half–life of neutrinoless double beta decay
The deduced half–life limit for 0νββ decay is
T 0ν1/2 > 1.2 · 1025y (90%C.L.) (22)
> 1.9 · 1025y (68%C.L.) (23)
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ing accessible half life (a) and neutrino mass limits (b). The filled bars
correspond to the present status, open bars correspond to ‘safe’ expecta-
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Fig. 13 Integral spectrum in the region of interest after subtraction of the
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ing time. The solid curve corresponds to the signal excluded with 90%C.L.
It corresponds to T 0ν1/2 > 1.2 · 1025 y. The darkened histogram corresponds
to data accumulated meanwhile using a new pulse shape analysis method
[Hel96] in a measuring time of 15.3 kg y.
Neutrino mass
Light neutrinos: The deduced upper limit of an (effective) electron neutrino
Majorana mass is, with the matrix element from [Sta90]
〈mν〉 < 0.45eV (90%C.L.) (24)
< 0.35eV (68%C.L.) (25)
This is the sharpest limit for a Majorana mass of the electron neutrino so
far.
Superheavy neutrinos: For a superheavy left–handed neutrino we deduce
[HM95] exploiting the mass dependence of the matrix element (for the latter
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Fig. 14 Limits on the mass of the right-handed W-boson from neutrinoless
double beta decay (full lines) and vacuum stability (dashed line). The five
full lines correspond to the following masses of the doubly charged higgs,
m∆−− : a) 0.3, b) 1.0, c) 2.0, d) 5.0 and e) ∞ [TeV] (from [Hir96d]).
see [Mut89]) a lower limit
〈mH〉 ≥ 7 · 107GeV (26)
For a heavy right–handed neutrino the relation obtained to the mass of the
right–handed W boson is shown in Fig. 14 (see [Hir96d]).
Right–handed W boson
For the right–handed W boson a lower limit of (Fig. 14)
mWR ≥ 1.1TeV (27)
is obtained [Hir96d].
SUSY parameters – R–parity breaking and sneutrino mass
The constraints on the parameters of the minimal supersymmetric standard
model with explicit R–parity violation deduced [Hir95, Hir96c, Hir96] from
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the 0νββ half–life limit are more stringent than those from other low–
energy processes and from the largest high energy accelerators (Fig. 15).
The limits are
λ
′
111 ≤ 3.9 · 10−4
( mq˜
100GeV
)2( mg˜
100GeV
) 1
2
(28)
with mq˜ and mg˜ denoting squark and gluino masses, respectively, and with
the assumption md˜R ≃ mu˜L . This result is important for the discussion of
new physics in the connection with the high–Q2 events seen at HERA. It
excludes the possibility of squarks of first generation (of R–parity violating
SUSY) being produced in the high–Q2 events [Cho97, Alt97, Hir97b].
We find further [Hir96]
λ
′
113λ
′
131 ≤ 1.1 · 10−7 (29)
λ
′
112λ
′
121 ≤ 3.2 · 10−6. (30)
For the (B − L) violating sneutrino mass m˜M the following limits are ob-
tained [Hir97a]
m˜M ≤ 2
( mSUSY
100GeV
) 3
2
GeV, χ ≃ B˜ (31)
m˜M ≤ 11
(mSUSY
100GeV
) 7
2
GeV, χ ≃ H˜ (32)
for the limiting cases that the lightest neutralino is a pure Bino B˜, as
suggested by the SUSY solution of the dark matter problem [Jun96], or a
pure Higgsino. Actual values for m˜M for other choices of the neutralino
composition should lie in between these two values.
Another way to deduce a limit on the ‘Majorana’ sneutrino mass m˜M
is to start from the experimental neutrino mass limit, since the sneutrino
contributes to the Majorana neutrino mass mνM at the 1–loop level propor-
tional to m˜2M . This yields under some assumptions [Hir97a]
m˜M(i) ≤ (60− 125)
(mexpν(i)
1eV
)1/2
MeV (33)
Starting from the mass limit determined for the electron neutrino by
0νββ decay this leads to
m˜M(e) ≤ 22MeV (34)
This result is somewhat dependent on neutralino masses and mixings. A
non–vanishing ‘Majorana’ sneutrino mass would result in new processes at
future colliders, like sneutrino–antisneutrino oscillations. Reactions at the
Next Linear Collider (NLC) like the SUSY analog to inverse neutrinoless
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Fig. 15 Comparison of limits on the R–parity violating MSSM parameters
from different experiments in the λ′111–mq˜ plane. The dashed line is the
limit from charged current universality according to [Bar89]. The vertical
line is the limit from the data of Tevatron [Roy92]. The thick full line is
the region which might be explored by HERA [But93]. The two dash–dotted
lines to the right are the limits obtained from the half–life limit for 0νββ
decay of 76Ge, for gluino masses of (from left to right) mg˜ =1TeV and 100
GeV, respectively. The regions to the upper left of the lines are forbidden.
(from [Hir95])
double beta decay e−e− → χ−χ− (where χ− denote charginos) or single
sneutrino production, e.g. by e−γ → ν˜eχ− could give information on the
Majorana sneutrino mass, also. This is discussed by [Hir97, Hir97a] and
by [Hir97b, Kol97] in these proceedings. A conclusion is that future ac-
celerators can give information on second and third generation sneutrino
Majorana masses, but for first generation sneutrinos cannot compete with
0νββ–decay.
Compositeness
Evaluation of the 0νββ half–life limit assuming exchange of excited Majo-
rana neutrinos ν∗ yields for the mass of the excited neutrino a lower bound
of [Pan97, Tak97].
mN ≥ 3.4mW (35)
for a coupling of order O(1) and Λc ≃ mN . Here, mW is the W–boson
mass.
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Leptoquarks
Assuming that either scalar or vector leptoquarks contribute to 0νββ decay,
the following constraints on the effective LQ parameters (see section 2.7)
can be derived [Hir96a]:
ǫI ≤ 2.8× 10−9
(
MI
100GeV
)2
, (36)
α
(L)
I ≤ 3.5× 10−10
(
MI
100GeV
)2
, (37)
α
(R)
I ≤ 7.9× 10−8
(
MI
100GeV
)2
. (38)
Here, different effective LQ couplings have been introduced. They are
defined as:
ǫI = 2
−ηI
[
λ
(L)
I1
λ
(R)
I˜1/2
(
θI43(Q
(1)
I ) + ηI
√
2θI41(Q
(2)
I )
)
−λ(L)I0 λ
(R)
I˜1/2
θI13(Q
(1)
I )
]
(39)
α
(L)
I =
2
3 + ηI
λ
(L)
I1/2
λ
(L)
I1
θI24(Q
(2)
I ) (40)
α
(R)
I =
2
3 + ηI
λ
(R)
I0
λ
(R)
I˜1/2
θI23(Q
(1)
I ). (41)
ηS,V = 1,−1 for scalar and vector LQs. θIkn(Q) is a mixing parameter
defined by
θIkn(Q) =
∑
l
N (I)kl (Q)N (I)nl (Q)
(
MI
MIl(Q)
)2
, (42)
where N (I)(Q) are mixing matrix elements which diagonalize the LQ mass
matrices for the scalar I = S and vector I = V LQ fields with electric
charges Q = −1/3,−2/3, for complete definitions see [Hir96a]. Common
mass scales MS of scalar and MV of vector LQs are introduced for conve-
nience.
Since the LQ mass matrices appearing in 0νββ decay are (4 × 4) ma-
trices [Hir96a], it is difficult to solve their diagonalization in full generality
algebraically. However, if one assumes that only one LQ-Higgs coupling
is present at a time, the (mathematical) problem is simplified greatly and
one can deduce from, for example, eq. (36) that either the LQ-Higgs cou-
pling must be smaller than ∼ 10−(4−5) or there can not be any LQ with
e.g. couplings of electromagnetic strength with masses below ∼ 250GeV .
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These bounds from ββ decay are of interest in connection with recently dis-
cussed evidence for new physics from HERA [Hew97, Bab97, Kal97, Cho97].
Assuming that actually leptoquarks have been produced at HERA, dou-
ble beta decay (the Heidelberg–Moscow experiment) would allow to fix the
leptoquark–Higgs coupling to a few 10−6 [Hir97b]. It may be noted, that af-
ter the first consideration of leptoquark–Higgs coupling in [Hir96a] recently
Babu et al. [Bab97b] noted that taking into account leptoquark–Higgs cou-
pling reduces the leptoquark mass lower bound deduced by TEVATRON –
making it more consistent with the value of 200 GeV required by HERA.
Half–life of 2νββ decay
The Heidelberg–Moscow experiment produced for the first time a high
statistics 2νββ spectrum (∼ 20000 counts, to be compared with the 40
counts on which the first detector observation of 2νββ decay by [Ell87] (for
the decay of 82Se) had to rely. The deduced half–life is [HM97]
T 2ν1/2 = (1.77
+0.01
−0.01(stat.)
+0.13
−0.11(syst.)) · 1021y (43)
This result brings ββ research for the first time into the region of ‘nor-
mal’ nuclear spectroscopy and allows for the first time statistically reliable
investigation of Majoron–accompanied decay modes.
Majoron–accompanied decay
From simultaneous fits of the 2ν spectrum and one selected Majoron mode,
experimental limits for the half–lives of the decay modes of the newly intro-
duced Majoron models [Bur96] are given for the first time [Pa¨s96, HM96].
The small matrix elements and phase spaces for these modes [Pa¨s96,
Hir96b] already determined that these modes by far cannot be seen in
experiments of the present sensivity if we assume typical values for the
neutrino–Majoron coupling constants around 〈g〉 = 10−4 (see table 3).
4. Double Beta Experiments: Future Perspectives – the GENIUS
Project
4.1. The known experiments and proposals
Figs. 12a,b show in addition to the present status the future perspectives
of the main existing ββ decay experiments and includes some ideas for the
future which have been published. The HEIDELBERG–MOSCOW exper-
iment will probe the neutrino mass within 5 years down to the order of
0.1 eV. This limit will be reached taking into account the current back-
ground of 0.1 counts/kg y keV in the 0νββ region and a further reduction
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by digital pulse shape analysis (DPSA) (see [HM97]). The best presently
existing limits besides the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment (filled
bars in Fig. 12), have been obtained with the isotopes: 48Ca [You95], 82Se
[Ell92], 100Mo [Als89], 116Cd [Dan95], 130Te [Ale94], 136Xe [Vui93] and
150Nd [Moe94]. These and other double beta decay setups presently under
construction or partly in operation such as NEMO [NEM94, Bar97], the
Gotthard 136Xe TPC experiment [Jo¨r94], the 130Te cryogenic experiment
[Ale94], a new ELEGANT 48Ca experiment using 30 g of 48Ca [Kum96],
a hypothetical experiment with an improved UCI TPC [Moe94] assumed
to use 1.6 kg of 136Xe, etc., will not reach or exceed the 76Ge limits. The
goal 0.3 eV aimed at for the year 2004 by the NEMO experiment (see
[Piq96, Bar97] and Fig. 12) may even be very optimistic if claims about
the effect of proton-neutron pairing on the 0νββ nuclear matrix elements
by [Pan96b] will turn out to be true, and also if the energy resolution will
not be improved considerably (see Fig. 1 in [Tre95]). Therefore, the con-
clusion given by [Bed97c] concerning the future SUSY potential of NEMO
has no serious basis. As pointed out by Raghavan [Rag94], even use of an
amount of about 200 kg of enriched 136Xe or 2 tons of natural Xe added to
the scintillator of the KAMIOKANDE detector or similar amounts added
to BOREXINO (both primarily devoted to solar neutrino investigation)
would hardly lead to a sensitivity larger than the present 76Ge experiment.
This idea is going to be realized at present by the KAMLAND experi-
ment [Suz97]. An interesting future candidate was for some time a 150Nd
bolometer exploiting the relatively large phase space of this nucleus (see
[Moe94]). The way outlined by [Moe91] proposing a TPC filled with 1 ton
of liquid enriched 136Xe and identification of the daughter by laser fluores-
cence seems not be feasible in a straight-forward way. However, another
way of using liquid 136Xe may be more promising [Cli97].
It is obvious that, from the experiments and proposals, the
HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment will give the sharpest limit for the
electron neutrino mass for the next decade. It is also obvious from Fig. 12
that none of the present experimental approaches, or plans or even vague
ideas has a chance to surpass the border of 0.1 eV for the neutrino mass
to lower values (see also [Nor97]). At present there is only one way visi-
ble to reach the domain of lower neutrino masses, suggested by the author
of this report and meanwhile investigated in some detail concerning its
experimental realization and and physics potential in [Kla97d, Hel97].
4.2. Genius – A Future Large Scale Double Beta and Dark Matter Experi-
ment
The idea of GENIUS is to use a large amount of ‘naked’ enriched
GErmanium detectors in liquid NItrogen as shielding in an Underground
Setup. Use of 1 (in an extended version 10) tons of enriched 76Ge will
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Fig. 16 Simplified model of the GENIUS experiment: 288 enriched 76Ge
detectors with a total of one ton mass in the center of a 9 m high liquid
nitrogen tank with 9 m diameter; GEANT Monte Carlo simulation of 1000
2.6 MeV photons randomly distributed in the nitrogen is also shown.
increase the source strength largely, removing all material from the vicin-
ity of the detectors and shielding by liquid nitrogen will lead to a drastic
background reduction compared to the present level. Using Ge detectors in
liquid nitrogen has been discussed already earlier [Heu95]. That Ge detec-
tors can be operated in liquid nitrogen has been demonstrated recently in
the Heidelberg low level laboratory [Hel97]. The natural site for GENIUS
would be the Gran Sasso underground laboratory. The cost of the project
would be a minor fraction of detectors prepared for LHC physics as CMS or
ATLAS. We give in the next two subsections some results of Monte Carlo
simulations of the setup [Hel97] and some estimates of the physics potential
[Kla97d].
4.2.1. Realization and Sensitivity of GENIUS A simplified model of GE-
NIUS is shown in Fig. 16 consisting of about 300 enriched 76Ge detectors
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Fig. 17 Monte Carlo simulation of the background of GENIUS. Simula-
tions of U/Ra, U/Th and 40K (shaded), 222Rn (black histogram) activities
in the liquid nitrogen; the sum of the activities is shown with anticoinci-
dence between the 288 detectors (thick line) and without (dashed line); the
2νββ-decay dominates the spectrum with 4 million events per year. (from
[Hel97])
with a total of one ton mass in the center of a 9 m high liquid nitrogen tank
with 9 m diameter. Figs. 17, 18 show the results of Monte Carlo simula-
tions, using the CERN GEANT code, of the background [Hel97], starting
from purity levels of the nitrogen being in general an order of magnitude
less stringent than those already achieved in the CTF for the BOREXINO
experiment. The influence of muons penetrating the Gran Sasso rock on
the background can be reduced comfortably through coincidences between
the Germanium detectors from the muon induced showers. The count rate
in the region of interest for neutrinoless double beta decay is 0.04 counts/
keV · y · ton (Fig. 17). Below 100 keV the background count rate is about
10 counts/keV · y · ton. Two neutrino double beta decay would dominate
the spectrum with 4 · 106 events per year.
Starting from these numbers, a lower half–life limit of
T 0ν1/2 ≥ 5.8 · 1027 (68%C.L.) (44)
can be reached within one year of measurement (following the highly con-
servative procedure for analysis recommended by [PDG94], which has been
used also in the derivation of the results given in section 3.2, but is not
used in the analysis of several other ββ experiments). This corresponds –
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events (dashed line) and single hit events (filled histogram); decay of 208Tl
in the steel vessel (light shaded histogram) and the background originating
from the nitrogen impurities for comparison (thick line) (from [Hel97])
with the matrix elements of [Sta90] – to an upper limit on the neutrino
mass of
〈mν〉 ≤ 0.02eV (68%C.L.) (45)
Figure 19 shows the obtainable limits on the neutrino mass in the case
of zero background. This assumption might be justified since our assumed
impurity concentrations are still more conservative than proved already
now for example by Borexino. The final sensitivity of the experiment can
be defined by the limit, which would be obtained after 10 years of mea-
surement. For the one ton experiment this would be:
T 0ν1/2 ≥ 6.4 · 1028 y (with 68% C.L.) (46)
and
〈mν〉 ≤ 0.006eV (with 68% C.L.) (47)
The ultimate experiment could test the 0νββ half life of 76Ge up to a
limit of 5.7·1029y and the neutrino mass down to 2·10−3eV using 10 tons
of enriched Germanium.
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measuring time as function of the active detector mass; zero background is
assumed (from [Hel97])
4.2.2. The Physics Potential of GENIUS
Neutrino mass textures and neutrino oscillations: GENIUS will allow a
large step in sensitivity for probing the neutrino mass. It will allow to
probe the neutrino mass down to 10−(2−3) eV, and thus surpass the exist-
ing neutrino mass experiments by a factor of 50-500. GENIUS will test the
structure of the neutrino mass matrix and thereby also neutrino oscillation
parameters 1 superior in sensitivity to the best proposed dedicated ter-
restrial neutrino oscillation experiments. Even in the first stage GENIUS
will confirm or rule out degenerate or inverted neutrino mass scenarios,
1 The double beta observable, the effective neutrino mass (eq. 10), can be expressed
in terms of the usual neutrino oscillation parameters, once an assumption on the ratio
of m1/m2 is made. E.g., in the simplest two–generation case
〈mν〉 = |c212m1 + s212m2e2iβ |, (48)
assuming CP conservation, i.e. e2iβ = η = ±1, and c2
12
m1 << ηs212m2,
∆2m12 ≃ m22 =
4〈mν 〉2
1−√1− sin22θ
(49)
A little bit more general, keeping corrections of the order (m1/m2) one obtains
m2 =
〈mν 〉
|(m1
m2
) + 1
2
(1 −√1− sin22θ)(±1 − (m1
m2
))|
. (50)
For the general case see [Kla97d].
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Fig. 20 Current limits and future experimental sensitivity on νe − ντ os-
cillations. The shaded area is currently excluded from reactor experiments.
The thin line is the estimated sensitivity of the CHORUS/NOMAD exper-
iments. The dotted and dash-dotted thin lines are sensitivity limits of pro-
posed accelerator experiments, NAUSICAA and E803-FNAL [Gon95]. The
thick lines show the sensitivity of GENIUS (broken line: 1 t, full line: 10
t), for two examples of mass ratios. The straight lines are for the strongly
hierarchical case (R=0), while the lines bending to the left assume R=0.01.
(from [Kla97d])
discussed in the literature as possible solutions of current hints to finite
neutrino masses , and also test the νe ↔ νµ hypothesis of the atmospheric
neutrino problem. If the 10−3 eV level is reached, GENIUS will even allow
to test the large angle MSW solution of the solar neutrino problem. It will
also allow to test the hypothesis of a shadow world underlying introduction
of a sterile neutrino mentioned in section 2.1. The figures 20–24 show some
examples of this potential. Fig 20 compares the potential of GENIUS with
the sensitivity of CHORUS/NOMAD and with the proposed future exper-
iments NAUSIKAA–CERN and NAUSIKAA–FNAL, looking for νe ↔ ντ
oscillations, for different assumptions on m1/m2.
Already in the worst case for double beta decay ofm1/m2 = 0 GENIUS
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GENIUS 1 t
GENIUS 10 t
Fig. 21 Current limits on νe − νµ oscillations. Various existing exper-
imental limits from reactor and accelerator experiments are indicated, as
summarized in ref. [Gel95]. In addition, the figure shows the expected sen-
sitivities for GENIUS with 1 ton (thick broken line) and GENIUS with 10
tons (thick, full line) (from [Kla97d])
1 ton is more sensitive than the running CERN experiments. For quasi–
degenerate models, for example R = 0.01 already, GENIUS 1 ton would
be more sensitive than all currently planned future accelerator neutrino
experiments.
The situation of νe ↔ νµ oscillations (assuming sin2θ13 = 0) is shown
in Fig. 21. The original figure is taken from [Gel95]. While the GE-
NIUS 1 ton sensitivity is sufficient (even in the worst case of mνe << mνµ)
to extend to smaller values of ∆m2 at large mixing angles, GENIUS 10
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GENIUS 10 t
GENIUS 1 t
Fig. 22 Oscillation parameters which solve the atmospheric neutrino prob-
lem for νe ↔ νµ oscillations. In addition the best currently existing reac-
tor constraints are shown. GENIUS would be able to test the atmospheric
neutrino problem already with 1 ton, already in the shown, worst strong
hierarchy scenario (m1/m2 = 0) (from [Kla97d]).
ton would have a sensitivity better than all existing or planned oscillation
experiments, at least at large sin22θ. In the quasi–degenerate models GE-
NIUS would be much more sensitive – similar to the cases shown in Fig.
20. Fig. 22 (background from [Gel95]) compares the double beta worst
case of strong hierarchy (m1/m2 = 0), to the KAMIOKANDE allowed
range for atmospheric neutrino oscillations. GENIUS 1 ton would already
be able to test the νe ↔ νµ oscillation hypothesis. Fig. 23 shows the poten-
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Fig. 23 LSND compared to the sensitivity of GENIUS 1t for ηCP = +1
and three ratios R12, from top to bottom R12 = 0, 0.01, 0.02 (from [Kla97d]
tial of GENIUS for checking the LSND indication for neutrino oscillations
(original figure from [Ath96]). Under the assumption m1/m2 ≥ 0.02 and
η = 1, GENIUS 1 ton will be sufficient to find 0νββ decay if the LSND
result is to be explained in terms of νe ↔ νµ oscillations. This might be of
particular interest also since the upgraded KARMEN will not completely
cover [Dre97] the full allowed LSND range. Fig. 24 shows a summary
of currently known constraints on neutrino oscillation parameters (original
taken from [Hat94]), but including the 0νββ decay sensitivities of GENIUS
1 ton and GENIUS 10 tons, for different assumptions on m1/m2 (and for
ηCP = +1). It is seen that already GENIUS 1 ton tests all degenerate
or quasi–degenerate (m1/m2 ≥∼ 0.01) neutrino mass models in any range
where neutrinos are interesting for cosmology, and also the atmospheric
neutrino problem, if it is due to νe ↔ νµ oscillations. GENIUS in its 10
ton version would directly test the large angle solution of the solar neutrino
problem.
GENIUS and left–right symmetry: If GENIUS is able to reach down to
〈mν〉 ≤ 0.01 eV, it would at the same time be sensitive to right-handed
W -boson masses up to mWR ≥ 8 TeV (for a heavy right-handed neutrino
mass of 1 TeV) or mWR ≥ 5.3 TeV (at 〈mN 〉 = mWR). Such a limit would
be comparable to the one expected for LHC, see for example [Riz96], which
quotes a final sensitivity of something like 5 − 6 TeV. Note, however that
in order to obtain such a limit the experiments at LHC need to accumulate
about 100fb−1 of statistics. A 10 ton version of GENIUS could even reach
a sensitivity of mWR ≥ 18 TeV (for a heavy right-handed neutrino mass of
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Fig. 24 Summary of currently known constraints on neutrino oscil-
lation parameters. The (background) figure without the 0νββ decay con-
straints can be obtained from
http://dept.physics.upenn.edu/∼www/neutrino/solar.html. Shown are the
vacuum and MSW solutions (for two generations of neutrinos) for the solar
neutrino problem, the parameter range which would solve the atmospheric
neutrino problem and various reactor and accelerator limits on neutrino
oscillations. In addition, the mass range in which neutrinos are good hot
dark matter candidates is indicated, as well as limits on neutrino oscil-
lations into sterile states from considerations of big bang nucleosynthesis.
Finally the thick lines indicate the sensitivity of GENIUS (full lines 1 ton,
broken lines 10 ton) to neutrino oscillation parameters for three values of
neutrino mass ratios R = 0, 0.01 and 0.1 (from top to bottom). The re-
gion beyond the lines would be excluded. While already the 1 ton GENIUS
would be sufficient to constrain degenerate and quasi-degenerate neutrino
mass models, and also would solve the atmospheric neutrino problem if it
is due to νe ↔ νµ oscillations, the 10 ton version of GENIUS could cover a
significant new part of the parameter space, including the large angle MSW
solution to the solar neutrino problem, even in the worst case of R = 0.
1 TeV) or mWR ≥ 10.1 TeV (at 〈mN 〉 = mWR).
This means that already GENIUS 1 ton could be sufficient to definitely
test recent supersymmetric left–right symmetric models having the nice
features of solving the strong CP problem without the need for an axion
and having automatic R–parity conservation [Kuc95, Moh96].
GENIUS and Rp–violating SUSY: The improvement on the R–parity
breaking Yukawa coupling λ
′
111 (see section 2.2) is shown in Fig. 25, which
updates Fig. 15. The full line to the right is the expected sensitivity of the
LHC – in the limit of large statistics. The three dashed–dotted lines denote
(from top to bottom) the current constraint from the Heidelberg–Moscow
experiment and the sensitivity of GENIUS 1 ton and GENIUS 10 tons, all
for the conservative case of a gluino mass of 1 TeV. If squarks would be
heavier than 1 TeV, LHC could not compete with GENIUS. However, for
typical squark masses below 1 TeV, LHC could probe smaller couplings.
However, one should keep in mind, that LHC can probe squark masses up
to 1 TeV only with several years of data taking.
GENIUS and Rp–conserving SUSY: Since the limits on a ‘Majorana–like’
sneutrino mass m˜M scale with (T1/2)
1/4, GENIUS 1 ton (or 10 tons) would
test ‘Majorana’ sneutrino masses lower by factors of about 7(20), compared
with present constraints [Hir97, Hir97a, Hir97b].
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Fig. 25 Comparison of sensitivities of existing and future experiments on
Rp/ SUSY models in the plane λ
′
111−mq˜. Note the double logarithmic scale!
Shown are the areas currently excluded by the experiments at the TEVA-
TRON, the limit from charged-current universality, denoted by CCU, and
the limit from absence of 0νββ decay from the Heidelberg-Moscow collabo-
ration (0νββ HDMO). In addition, the estimated sensitivity of HERA and
the LHC is compared to the one expected for GENIUS in the 1 ton and the
10 ton version. The figure is essentially an update of Fig. 15.
GENIUS and Leptoquarks: Limits on the lepton–number violating param-
eters defined in sections 2.7, 3.2 improve as
√
T1/2. This means that for
leptoquarks in the range of 200 GeV LQ–Higgs couplings down to (a few)
10−8 could be explored. In other words, if leptoquarks interact with the
standard model Higgs boson with a coupling of the order O(1), either 0νββ
must be found, or LQs must be heavier than (several) 10 TeV.
GENIUS and composite neutrinos GENIUS in the 1(10) ton version would
improve the limit on the excited Majorana neutrino mass deduced from the
Heidelberg–Moscow experiment (eq. 32) to
mN ≥∼ 1.1(2.3) TeV (51)
4.2.3. The potential of GENIUS for Cold Dark Matter Search Weakly in-
teracting massive particles (WIMPs) are candidates for the cold dark mat-
ter in the universe. The favorite WIMP candidate is the lightest supersym-
metric particle, presumably the neutralino. The expected detection rates
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Fig. 26 WIMP–nucleon cross section limits in pb for scalar interactions
as function of the WIMP–mass in GeV (hatched region: excluded by the
Heidelberg–Moscow collaboration [HM94] and the UKDMC NaI experiment
[Smi96]; solid line: DAMA result for NaI, see [Ber97]). Further shown are
sensitivities of experiments under construction (dashed lines for HDMS
[Bau97,Kla97e], CDMS [Bar96] and for GENIUS). These limits are com-
pared to theoretical expectations (scatter plot) for WIMP–neutralino cross
sections calculated in the MSSM framework with non–universal scalar mass
unification [Bed97b]. The 90 % allowed region claimed by [Ber97a] (light
filled area), which is further restricted by indirect dark matter searches
[Bot97] (dark filled area), could already be easily tested with a 100 kg ver-
sion of the GENIUS experiment.
for neutralinos of typically less than one event per day and kg of detector
mass [Bed94, Bed97a, Bed97b, Jun96], however, make direct searches for
WIMP scattering experimentally a formidable task.
Fig. 26 shows a comparison of existing constraints and future sen-
sitivities of cold dark matter experiments, together with the theoretical
expectations for neutralino scattering rates [Bed97b]. Obviously, GENIUS
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could easily cover the range of positive evidence for dark matter recently
claimed by DAMA [Ber97a, Bot97]. It would also be by far more sensi-
tive than all other dark matter experiments at present under construction
or proposed, like the cryogenic experiment CDMS. Furthermore, obviously
GENIUS will be the only experiment, which could seriously test the MSSM
predictions over the whole SUSY parameter space. In this way, GENIUS
could compete even with LHC in the search for SUSY, see for example the
discussion in [Bae97].
It is interesting to note, that if WIMP scattering is found by GENIUS
it could be used to constrain the amount of R-parity violation within su-
persymmetric models. The arguments are very simple [Hir97c]. Due to
the fact that neutralinos are abound in the galaxy even today, neutralino
decays via R-parity violating operators would have to be highly suppressed.
The details depend, of course, on the neutralino mass and composition.
However, finding the neutralino with GENIUS would imply typical limits
on R-parity violating couplings of the order of 10−(16−20) for any of the
λijk , λ
′
ijk or λ
′′
ijk in the superpotential (eq. 11). A positive result of the
CDM search at hand, one could thus finally safely conclude that R-parity
is conserved.
5. Conclusion
Double beta decay has a broad potential for providing important infor-
mation on modern particle physics beyond present and future high energy
accelerator energies which will be competitive for the next decade and more.
This includes SUSY models, compositeness, left–right symmetric models,
leptoquarks, and the neutrino and sneutrino mass. Based to a large extent
on the theoretical work of the Heidelberg Double Beta group, results have
been deduced from the HEIDELBERG–MOSCOW experiment for these
topics and have been presented here. For the neutrino mass double beta
decay now is particularly pushed into a key position by the recent possible
indications of beyond standard model physics from the side of solar and at-
mospheric neutrinos, dark matter COBE results and others. New classes of
GUTs basing on degenerate neutrino mass scenarios which could explain
these observations, can be checked by double beta decay in near future.
The HEIDELBERG–MOSCOW experiment has reached a leading position
among present ββ experiments and as the first of them now yields results in
the sub–eV range. We have presented a new idea and proposal of a future
double beta experiment (GENIUS) with highly increased sensitivity based
on use of 1 ton or more of enriched ‘naked’ 76Ge detectors in liquid nitro-
gen. This new experiment would be a breakthrough into the multi-TeV
range for many beyond standard models. The sensitivity for the neutrino
mass would reach down to 0.01 or even 0.001 eV. The experiment would be
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competitive to LHC with respect to the mass of a right–handed W boson,
in search for R–parity violation and others, and would improve the lepto-
quark and compositeness searches by considerable factors. It would probe
the Majorana electron sneutrino mass more sensitive than NLC (Next Lin-
ear Collider). It would yield constraints on neutrino oscillation parameters
far beyond all present terestrial νe − νx neutrino oscillation experiments
and could test directly the atmospheric neutrino problem and the large
angle solution of the solar neutrino problem. GENIUS would cover the full
SUSY parameter space for prediction of neutralinos as cold dark matter
and compete in this way with LHC in the search for supersymmetry. Even
if SUSY would be first observed by LHC, it would still be fascinating to
verify the existence and properties of neutralino dark matter, which could
be achieved by GENIUS. Concluding GENIUS has the ability to provide a
major tool for future particle– and astrophysics.
Finally it may be stressed that the technology of producing and us-
ing enriched high purity germanium detectors, which have been pro-
duced for the first time for the Heidelberg–Moscow experiment, has
found meanwhile applications also in pre-GENIUS dark matter search
[HM94, Fal94, Kla97e, Bau97] and in high–resolution γ-ray astrophysics,
using balloons and satellites [Kla91, Kla94, Bar93, Bar94, Boc94, Kla97b].
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